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We lived in a community. Fluxus is
sharing […]. All artists have ego,

but how you share ego together
with one goal — that’s Fluxus.1

Shigeko Kubota

My first viewing of the short video Sexual Healing (1998),
by the pioneering Japanese multimedia artist Shigeko
Kubota (1937–2015), took place while I was researching
artistic collaborations in the context of Fluxus in New York
via the Electronic Arts Intermix archive.2 I remember how
the work felt more like shock therapy than a teasing cure. I
was faced with the unexpected sight of the global shooting
star of new media art, Nam June Paik (1932–2006), as
a visibly aged and semi-paralysed patient struggling with
simple movements such as standing up and walking.
Despite being well acquainted with radical Fluxus humour
and the groundbreaking experimental video work of both
Paik and Kubota, it was hard to embrace the video’s use
of shrill contrast. While the eponymous pop song’s lyrics
stereotypically fantasize about a female nurse as sexually
effective ‘medicine’ for the lovesick male singer, the music
guides the rapid and repetitive cuts of a filmed reality, the
original sounds of which are muted. However, it seems
to scream loudly about the physically demanding, utterly
non-erotic labour of several real nurses trying to get the
disabled artist back on his feet. I do not recall whether
the apparent contradiction lured me at first into a puzzled
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smile. However, every time I have viewed the video since,
the recurring key scenes in which Paik abruptly and
unsolicitedly kisses one or another of his caretakers, make
me pause. They choke any good-humoured attempt to
read the work as simply denoting a mocking homage by
Kubota to her husband Paik in old age.

Rather, the video puts pressure on the epistemological
boundaries of Art History, which have shaped its archives
and canons according to gendered, cultural, and institu-
tional hierarchies. Representing the little-explored nexus
between love, sex, and care in old age, the video echoes the
much-debated field of Fluxus collaborations, particularly
its attack on singular (white, male, genius) authorship and
its ideal of working together equally when fusing life and
art. In particular, the work complicates existing views on
the vital contribution of female Fluxus artists and shows
how Kubota ambivalently projects her take on the world,
love, and care in relation to gender issues.

Kubota and Paik’s time together spanned over four
decades. After initial brief moments of contact in Japan in
1963/64, later in 1964 they started participating in Fluxus
activities in New York, which is where their initial romantic
relationship began, leading to their marriage much later in
1977.3 Following Paik’s stroke in 1996, the couple increas-
ingly shuttled between New York and Miami until his death
in 2006, followed nine years later by Kubota’s. Yet Kubota
was notably clear in an interview with the curator Miwako
Tezuka in 2009 that she did not see herself as Paik’s artistic
‘partner’, but rather as ‘his comrade’. She noted, ‘I never
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collaborated with him. We are very different, like water and
oil.’4 While this statement is substantiated by the fact that
the couple co-authored only two video works,5 there is
broad visual and material evidence that they shared a vital
interest in particular themes, engaged in similar aesthetics,
used the same media technology (video, video sculptures,
the Paik-Abe-video synthesizer), and greatly benefitted
from each other’s technological and compositional inven-
tions.6

Rather than uncritically agreeing with Kubota, I will
revisit moments of their collaboration and several earlier
works that already negotiated sex and gender, before turn-
ing to SexualHealing as a case study for discussing Kubota’s
‘worlding’ of love, gender, and care. My question is what
can one learn when taking into account the highly personal,
embarrassing, encroaching, but also the ironic, touching,
and caring aspects of Sexual Healing. How can we ‘cure’
Art History’s institutional and methodological afflictions
of modern Eurocentrism, patriarchal structures, and colo-
nial legacies — such that it allows us to discern ‘textures
of affect and […] different modes of knowledge beyond
that of our scholarship — the artistic, the everyday and
non-professional’7 to write (global) art history in more
personal, intimately situated, decolonial, and transcultural
ways?8

After revisiting Kubota’s pioneering first and only per-
formance, Vagina Painting (1965), in the context of Paik’s
earlier attempt to shatter musical conventions by fusing
it with open displays of (female) nudity in Opera Sextro-
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nique (1964), her late work can be understood as a self-
empowering return to the issues of love, care, and intimacy.
Sexual Healing foregrounds Kubota’s role in ‘taking care’ of
her partner as well as her assumption of artistic authority as
she ambivalently presents Paik’s disability and inappropri-
ate behaviour towards his caretakers. Beyond the ethics of
representing care that the work raises, I also argue here that
the video suggests a ‘cure’ to the kind of gendered realities
of caretaking on the one hand, and patriarchal structures
determining the canonization of video artists on the other.
In doing so, it presents both a ‘worlded’ and ‘worlding’ fem-
inist approach to the fraught issues of power undermining
conventional concepts of female love and care, charging
them with strong and ambivalent affect.9 These haunt the
viewer to the extent of jeopardizing a smooth public and
institutional reception of the work, evident in the infre-
quent screenings and lack of scholarly attention the video
has received so far.10 The ethical discomfort we experience
when viewing Kubota’s late work arguably underscores an
aesthetic regime that still favours the image of the singular
genius artist (male or female) obscuring complex collab-
oration and dismissing works that challenge established
societal norms that frame our gaze and worldviews. It ques-
tions art historical knowledge production, juxtaposing it
with conflicted affect and gendered subjectivity, which in-
vites us to ponder ways of knowing ‘otherwise’.
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THE WORLDING POWER OF AFFECT — AN
IMPEDIMENT TO ART HISTORICAL
RECEPTION?

Critical discussions in comparative and world literature stud-
ies,11 popular culture studies,12 theoretical reflections across
feminism and physics,13 anthropology,14 and art history15

have suggested ‘world-making’ and ‘worlding’ as a situated,
relational, and planetary concept. ‘Worlding’ is a critical
practice used to grapple with the complexities of globaliza-
tion and transnationalism by acknowledging the problem-
atic limits and impacts of modern Eurocentric epistemolo-
gies that have informed artistic practice as well as scholarly
discourse worldwide following imperial and colonial expan-
sions. As Birgit Mara Kaiser — building on Karen Barad’s
concept of ‘intra-action’ — has aptly summarized, the dy-
namic and procedural understanding of ‘worlding’ postulates
world-wide and entangled artistic knowledge production as
part of an ‘intensified intra-action and a perpetually differ-
entiating “world” — “world” as continuously in the mak-
ing’.16 This includes an understanding of culture as always
already informed by transculturation, not uncritically sub-
scribing to the modern nation-centred concept of cultures
as homogenous containers that then interact and eventually
hybridize.17 Rather, ‘culture’ as well as ‘world’ are not static
and given, waiting for an external subject to reflect and be-
hold them, but their ‘differential relational emergence means
that beings (bodies, texts, cultures, nations [and I would like
to add: images]) are considered in “their differential becom-
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ing, [as] particular material (re-)configurations of the world
with shifting boundaries and properties that stabilize and
destabilize”’.18 Methodologically, the challenge then lies in
situating the dynamic ways in which artists ‘world’, since their
and our positionalities define what we see and mean when
speaking about the ‘world’. The inseparable ethical task is to
acknowledge how we as scholars are implicated as well as in-
debted, and consciously relate to these worlds and worldings,
ultimately questioning the dichotomy between knowing and
being that has been one of the most prominent tenets of Art
History’s (modern) formation.

In what follows, I look to Kubota’s Sexual Healing as a
prism which highlights that ambivalent affect is a strong force
of world-making that tends to be ignored or disqualified as
being too personal, mundane, and messy to be allowed to
have an impact on art historical canonization. I will argue
that while conventionally object-centred art historical ana-
lysis often acknowledges the capacity of art works to generate
affect, the artists’ affect tends to be treated as an ambivalent
challenge best relegated to peripheral biographical or ancil-
lary psychological contextualization. In particular, when art-
ists overtly express strong, negative, or even violent emotions
in connection with love, grief, jealousy, anger, antipathy, or
hate, it questions social and gendered norms of how such af-
fect should be expressed and aesthetically resolved. However,
if we attempt to open up conventional art historiography and
question its epistemological conditions to make it a more
diverse, inclusive, and even pluriversal undertaking, we have
to account for complex affect and its ‘worlding’ power.19
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SHIGEKO KUBOTA: EARLY PRACTICE AND
PERSONAL LIFE

Born into a Buddhist family in Niigata, Japan, in 1937, Shi-
geko Kubota earned a degree in sculpture in 1960 from
Tokyo University of Education. In her first solo exhibition,
organized in the pioneering Naiqua Gallery in December
1963,20 she engaged with issues of love and gender.21 She
provocatively called the show ‘1st Love, 2nd Love…’ and
‘piled up fragments of love letters from the floor up to the
ceiling of the gallery’,22 covered with a white cloth, invit-
ing visitors to climb on the mound-like environment. The
precarious arrangement yielded half-hidden welded metal
sculptures, some phallic or breast-like in shape with dan-
gerously sharp edges, provoking ambiguous rather than
romantic images of love, and intimate relations as transient
and sometimes wounding encounters.23 At the time, the
artist was part of a densely interwoven and internationally
well-informed network of postwar action artists, musicians,
and performance artists pursuing anti-art, non-art, and
neo-Dadaist ideas in Tokyo and beyond.24 Kubota’s deci-
sion to emigrate was influenced by the American composer
John Cage, specifically by his concerts in Tokyo with the
pianist David Tudor in 1962,25 as well as the Korean Nam
June Paik staging Fluxus scores in Sōgetsu Hall on 29 May
1964,26 and befriending female role models such as the
Japanese artist Yoko Ono,27 who described the Tokyo art
scene to the ‘chairman of Fluxus’, the Lithuanian George
Maciunas. More importantly, Japan’s conservative values
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at the time did not suit her experimental interests.28 Armed
with a letter of invitation from Maciunas, Kubota success-
fully applied for a visa and landed in New York on 4 July
1964, becoming the ‘vice-president of Fluxus’ shortly after
her arrival.29

Reflecting on the aesthetic and material dimensions of
Kubota’s early works, Midori Yoshimoto has demonstrated
the crucial role played by the trope of a potentially aching
romantic love juxtaposed with a focus on experimental ex-
plorations of the (female) body. It also partially informs
the artist’s later series of video films, generally referred to
as her ‘video diary’. While the first Fluxus performance she
realized in New York was belatedly but rightly canonized
as a fundamental contribution to feminism in art, its rela-
tion to similar practices by Paik has not been thoroughly
explored. Although linking it to his oeuvre risks undermin-
ing the successful feminist recuperation of Kubota’s Vagina
Painting, I argue that considering Paik’s previous perform-
ances and their relationship as an important backdrop to
the work does not necessarily diminish the performance’s
pioneering value. Rather, it serves to provide a more com-
plex understanding of the gender and collaborative issues
at stake in early Fluxus practices, as well as highlighting
how the interpersonal relations with Paik shaped Kubota’s
practice as an act of ‘worlding’ contemporary art through a
gendered and transcultural lens.
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OPERA SEXTRONIQUE (1965)

To understand the role and relevance of aesthetic authority,
artistic authorship, and the collaborative aspects of this per-
formance, it helps to revisit Paik’s earlier uses of nudity. At
the beginning of the 1960s, while promoting the emergent
Fluxus scene in the German Rheinland, Paik developed the
idea of fusing sex and music as part of his Aktionsmusik
(‘action music’), demanding:

After the liberation of music of the 20th century
in three regards (serial — indeterminist — action-
ist)…I have found out that we have to get rid of
yet another chain…which is…PRE-FREUDIAN
HYPOCRISY. Why is sex, a predominant theme
in arts and literature, a taboo only in music? How
long can New Music afford to lag behind our times
by 60 years and still claim to be serious art? It is
exactly the purification of sex under the pretext of
being ‘serious’ that undermines the so-called ‘ser-
iousness’ of music as classical art compared with
literature and painting. Music needs its D. H. Law-
rence, its Sigmund Freud.30

Paik’s argument points to the fact that the music inter-
preter’s body is conventionally asked to refrain from any
other expression than that of virtuously creating the appro-
priate sounds. In contrast, he dreamt of music that would
fuse body and mind, directly relating the somatic with
auditory experiences, ultimately transgressing the demar-
cations of established art forms and the division of sensory
perception. As art historian Joan Rothfuss has shown, Paik
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even imagined a kind of visceral climax produced by tuning
the interior of the female body and transforming her into
a quintessential instrument. According to Rothfuss, Paik
referred to the ‘ocular harpsichord’ imagined by Louis Ber-
trand Castel, an eighteenth-century Jesuit monk:

Castel’s plan described a keyboard linked to panes
of colored glass that were illuminated by candle-
light when a key was struck. Paik quipped that
his innovation in Opera Sextronique ‘was to make
a color organ with nude lady’s organ itself!! Can
you imagine [a] more consequent combination?
And how many colors and keys have our woman’s
eternal organ!!!’31

In reality, Paik’s radically objectifying fantasy of directly
playing a woman through her internal organs was unattain-
able. Professional sex workers declined to perform a strip-
tease as part of his Etude for Pianoforte, so he resolved
to strip down to his underpants when performing Sonata
quasi una Fantasia in the 1962 ‘Neo-Dada in der Musik’
festival in Düsseldorf.32

As Martha Rosler has critically observed, ‘the thread
of [Paik’s] work includes the fetishization of a female body
as an instrument that plays itself, and the complementary
thread of homage to other famous male artist-magicians or
seers (quintessentially, [ John] Cage)’,33 and while Paik’s
emphasis on the female body was not exclusive, he clearly
did not undermine prevailing gender norms and iconic
stereotypes when questioning musical conventions by con-
fronting them with female nudity. Paik’s original idea of
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using a female body would almost certainly have been scup-
pered by women’s resistance to providing a body to fetish-
ize — had it not been for the classically trained American
cellist Charlotte Moorman in 1964.34 Together, they em-
barked on a long-term collaboration that included the in-
famous Opera Sextronique, in which Moorman played the
cello in several stages of undress. In contrast to an earlier
rendition staged in Paris in 1965, Moorman was arrested
when performing it on 9 February 1967 in New York’s Jud-
son Hall and convicted of obscenity, violating communal
laws of decency, and having performed a piece that was
‘utterly without social importance’.35 Broad news coverage
made their collaboration famous while also branding her
with the epithet of ‘topless cellist’ for the rest of her life,
albeit not always to her detriment.36 Laura Wertheim Jo-
seph has analysed the ‘strategic possibilities of Moorman’s
refusal to resolve the tension between decisive artist and
manipulated object’, and convincingly concluded that:

Moorman hovers between two equally credible
personas: that of the virtuoso and that of the
artist’s playing, refusing to fully associate or dis-
associate from either. The resulting dissonance
produces a rupture that exposes conservative sex-
ual politics that lingered in the art world after the
war.37

It may be argued that only with the help of a female collab-
orator, who adamantly insisted on having her instrument
included in their multi-media work, could Paik resolve
the infusion of music with sex. The result, however, was
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not a semi-automatically played ‘organi-cord’ of a headless
woman, but an intersubjective collaboration with a spe-
cific and authoritative female performer. In sum, Moorman
and Paik challenged artistic conventions and innovatively
explored the boundaries between established art forms,
the body, and emergent visual technologies. However,
the social bias, gender inequality, and patriarchal power
structures that considered women as objects of desire for
the consuming (male) gaze continued to permeate their
work. In contrast to Paik and Moorman’s non-critical reflec-
tion, Kubota’s work directly took up questions of gender,
sexuality, and intertwined personal relationships in the
power hierarchies of Fluxus networks, and the world more
broadly.

VAGINA PAINTING (1964)

Two years before the debut of Opera Sextronique in the
United States, Kubota performed Vagina Painting on 4 July
1965 in New York’s Film-Makers’ Cinematheque as part of
the ‘Perpetual Flux Festival’, a series of bi-weekly events
organized by George Maciunas.38 The date also marked
the first anniversary of Kubota’s move to New York,39 and
Vagina Painting remained her first and only solo perform-
ance. The provocative performance, in which she painted
with a brush secured between her legs, was attended by
only ‘only ten or so people’,40 mostly consisting of Fluxus
colleagues and friends.41 This initial small audience was
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one reason why it became canonized only decades later,
when art historians started to look into pioneering female
performance art of the 1960s.42 Had it not been for Ma-
ciunas, who captured the event in what have since become
iconic photographs, its legacy would have been even more
uncertain.43

Revisiting later statements by Kubota, however, I have
deduced another crucial reason for its hesitant reception:
her own ambivalence about it. Only after Paik’s death did
she publish the fact that the performance was his idea and
that he asked her to keep this a secret. Reinforcing the nar-
rative of conflating romantic and professional desires, her
memoir My Love, Nam June Paik (Naŭi Sarang, Paek Nam-
jun) claims that — after some hesitation — she agreed that
‘prudishness and shame’ should not prevent an experimen-
tal performance. She even felt sorry for Paik, who — as a
man — could not perform a piece that he explicitly con-
ceived for women: ‘Since it is your wish, I will do it; after all,
I am also an artist.’44 These quotes from the memoir prob-
lematically claim her audacious performance as being con-
ditioned by Paik’s authorship of the work. Given that the
journalist Nam Jeongho is the male co-author of the book,
published in Korean in 2010 (and translated into Japanese
in 2013) to foster a glorious image of Paik as the ‘greatest
video artist’,45 it is not surprising that Kubota does not
elaborate why Paik wanted his authorship of Vagina Paint-
ing to be hidden. Ultimately, it remains unclear whether
he was aiming to empower his recent lover as an artist-
cum-partner in her own right, or, rather, was egotistically
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Figure 1. Peter Moore, photograph of a performance of Shigeko
Kubota’s Vagina Painting (1964), black and white, 20.5 x 15 cm,

printNo. FXC4588 in the archive of Fondazione Bonotto, Colceresa,
Italy. Image courtesy of the Peter Moore Photography Archive,
Charles Deering McCormick Library of Special Collections,

Northwestern University Libraries. © Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois, USA.
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striving to avoid being accused of instigating situations in
which women staged actions that were deemed obscene.
In the end, this blind spot in the memoir serves to bolster
Paik’s authority and remains unchallenged.

Contrary to what the title suggests, Vagina Painting
was not directly executed with the vagina; rather, Kubota
had attached a brush to her underpants (fig. 1). She dipped
it in a bucket of red paint and left dynamic traces by re-
peatedly moving in a squatting position across large rolls of
white paper that had been spread out on the floor. While
Yoshimoto considers the action ‘a parody of the glorified
machismo embodied in the actions of male painters’, with
references to Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings executed on
canvases laid on the floor, Gutai artist Kazuo Shiraga, who
painted with his feet, or Yves Klein’s Anthropometries of
the Blue Period (1960), who used naked women painted
blue to ‘imprint’ bodies onto the canvas, she also acknow-
ledges plausible references to Nam June Paik’s Zen forHead
(1961), a ‘calligraphical’ line executed with his head leav-
ing a trace of colour on a long stretch of paper.46 Even if we
accept Kubota’s claim — published after Yoshimoto’s book
— that the idea of the performance was actually Paik’s, the
argument that it critiques grandiose masculine gestures is
still valid, since Fluxus artists of both sexes aimed at de-
constructing and challenging tropes of singular authorship
with their collaborative actions and participatory scores.

The authorship of the idea does not have a significant
impact on feminist readings of the work,47 which focus
on who performed it and how. Yoshimoto’s analysis sum-
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Figure 2. Handwritten note by Kubota, pencil on paper, undated.
Shigeko Kubota Foundation, SKVAF Inventory No.: 19071702, p. 84.
© Estate of Shigeko Kubota/Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights

Society (ARS), New York.

marizes these findings as stressing the sexist bias of the
male-dominated Fluxus circle, which relegated prolific fe-
male participants such as Yoko Ono, Charlotte Moorman,
and Carolee Schneemann to the margins of what was ac-
ceptable within the Fluxus network, as well as to the public.
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Kubota’s Vagina Painting resonates with their work in
that she demonstrates the female body as a powerful me-
dium, the literal centre of (human) creation. Choosing red
paint instead of black ink diminished the calligraphic asso-
ciations by alluding to women bleeding during childbirth,
as well as throughout their menstrual cycles. A more vio-
lent association, which none of the earlier interpretations
mention, is that of miscarriage, abortion, or even sexual
abuse. Kubota’s diaries, which are archived in the Shigeko
Kubota Foundation, were examined posthumously and re-
vealed that the artist had perhaps dealt with miscarriage
even earlier than her marriage to David Behrmann.48 In
an undated, casually hand-written statement she muses:
‘my love | to my | lost children | one in Tokyo | on[e] in
N.Y.C. | That’s all I know about them’ (fig. 2).49 That said,
there are no other materials that might suggest the poetic
lament refers to her own personal experience during her
early career in Tokyo, before she emigrated to New York. In
addition, the existential experience implicitly echoes one
of her memoir’s anti-climaxes, the day that she describes
as her ‘sad marriage’ to Paik, so that she could benefit from
his health insurance to remove her cancerous uterus.50

Charging her creative painterly traces with allusions to a
bleeding vagina may therefore also have been Kubota’s way
of dealing with personal experiences that also coinciden-
tally foreshadowed an illness that rendered her infertile.

After this powerful debut performance, the fact that
the artist neither continued staging Vagina Painting nor
developed other performances that placed her body
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centre stage may seem surprising. However, a multitude of
reasons were surely enough to discourage her, including
Kubota’s artistic self-understanding as a sculptor, a general
uneasiness with performing on stage,51 the potential
personal significations of this work, the fact that Paik’s
authorship was involved, and the critical, if not outright
negative reactions from the initial audience. That said, it
did not prevent Kubota from continuing to engage with
gender and body-related issues.

VIDEO POEM (1970–75)

A similarly intimate, but less scandalous work that empha-
sizes Kubota’s take on the female body, her personal rela-
tionships, and the process of becoming an independently
working (female) video artist is her first video installa-
tion, Video Poem (1970–75) (fig. 3). Kubota placed a small
monitor in a purple nylon bag, allowing the viewer only a
glimpse of the screen, which remains only partially visible
through a small opening created by a zipper in the bag.52

Interpreters readily associated the organic shape and flesh-
like colour of the bag with a womb and the outline of the
opening with a vulva, even a ‘vagina dentata (toothed va-
gina), a Surrealist metaphor for the male fear of castration’,
as Yoshimoto has pointed out.53 Kubota had originally
created the bag for her boyfriend Takehisa Kosugi in the
context of the ‘Yomiuri Independent Exhibition’ in Tokyo
in 1963, where he used it to perform his Chamber Music,
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Figure 3. Shigeko Kubota, Video Poem, mixed media installation
including video (colour) on monitor, electric fan, and zipped textile
bag, 1970–75. Installation view from the survey exhibitionThe Body

Electric at Walker Art Center (30 March–31 July 2019). Image courtesy
of Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, USA. © Estate of Shigeko

Kubota/Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.

a striptease-like performance that took place inside the
bag.54

Importantly, Kubota herself associated a typical gen-
dered conflict with the work:
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I used to support him [Kosugi]. I worked three
jobs. And I said to him, ‘Why don’t you work?’
and he said ‘Because I am a composer.’ So I said,
‘So where are your compositions?’ ‘I give you one,’
he said, and he gave me this piece, this bag which
I inflate with the air from a fan, with wind, like
breath, you know.55

She wittily refutes Kosugi’s ambivalent gift by re-appropri-
ating the bag, inserting herself in it and maintaining the
suspense between opening and closing through the half-
zipped opening. The latter effectively reinforces the looped
movements of the video-synthesized flickering, blurring,
and constantly morphing outlines of her head on the
screen placed inside the bag. The fan’s humming sounds
further animate the bag as if it were a breathing being,
thus transforming the erotic associations of the striptease
that supposedly took place when Kosugi performed in-
side the bag into the more open signification of Kubota’s
self-depiction. In sum, the warmly glowing, organically
shaped sculpture recalls a womb-like incubator, in which
the ‘I’, Kubota, is nested, re-born as a self-conscious and
sensitive being that can be tentatively glimpsed by the
audience, but not stripped of her shelter or reductively ob-
jectified to specific (female) bodily functions, features, or
gestures. Kubota authoritatively portrays herself in a con-
stant state of flux, forever evolving and oscillating between
a known being and being known anew. Tying herself in-
timately to the video apparatus that governs her image in
a double sense, she stresses how its (dis-)positional visu-
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alizing powers both form and inform pictures of herself
as well as the world, thus literally showing how she —
a woman — makes a/her world. In addition, she confi-
dently re-appropriates a work created by her former lover,
indicating that she has recovered and overcome the gen-
der conflicts characteristic of their (artistic) relationship
and perhaps even the trauma of miscarriage. Reusing the
bag, but filling it with her own ways of knowing and being
in the world, seems quite literally part of the diffractive,
intra-actional practice that Barad defines as ‘worlding’.56

The biographical aspects are not forgotten, but become a
constitutive part of her first authoritative self-staging in
video.57 Consequently, the work strikes an essential bal-
ance between socio-political allusions of being a woman
artist, and thus both subject to particular female bodily
experiences and power structures in a male dominated art
world, and expressions of a sensual and self-empowering
artistic subjectivity that transgresses conventional female
self-portraits, resulting in a feminist worlding practice.

‘VIDEO IS VENGEANCE OF VAGINA’

The text published on Kubota’s invitation to the display of
Video Poem at The Kitchen on 7 June 1975 in New York
further radicalizes the poetic aspect of the work. It can
be understood as the self-authorizing, gender-conscious
motto of her whole oeuvre:
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Man thinks, ‘I think, therefore I am.’
I, a woman, feel, ‘I bleed, therefore I am.’
Recently I bleed in half inch … 3M or SONY … ten

thousand feet long every month.
Man shoots me every night … I can’t resist.
I shoot him back at broad daylight with vidicon or tivicon

flaming in over-exposure.
Video is Vengeance of Vagina.
Video is Victory of Vagina.
Video is Venereal Disease of Intellectuals.
Video is Vacant Apartment.
Video is Vacation of Art.
Viva Video…58

The introductory five lines contextualize the anaphora
‘Video is…’ as emerging from a tense male-female relation-
ship. While the author stresses difference in the beginning
— men ‘think’, women ‘bleed’, i.e. rationality and intellect
versus the biological aspect or natural function of the fe-
male body — she also reveals a crucial fascination with
the opposite sex: ‘I can’t resist.’ This essential attraction
turns into a mutual ‘shooting (back)’, and the poetic ‘I’ as
‘bleed[ing] in half inch’ becomes a corporeal metaphor for
video as an existential, cyclical, and generative part of life,
the medium of a female, even consciously feminist ‘world-
ing’ practice.

Ultimately, Kubota’s concept of video characterizes it
as a sexual medium. Although her concept does not trans-
gress the rationalist notion of a fe-/male binary, but rather
stresses difference, it shows the wounding effects that this
modern concept can have. In particular, the notions of ‘ven-
geance’ and ‘victory of vagina’ — presumably over its male
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counterpart — seem to follow the logic of a battle rather
than a mutually nurturing relationship, while the ensuing
‘venereal disease’, ‘vacant apartment’, and ‘vacation of art’
evoke continuous ailing, a draining of the relationship, re-
sulting in subjective emptiness. Finally, it sets the ‘I’ apart
from ‘art’, or at least questions the latter by sending art on
‘vacation’ in the double sense of distancing it as well as tak-
ing time off from it. Consequently, ‘video’ seems to emerge
as a generative medium that thrives on binary gender ten-
sions, acknowledging male and female positions as poles
that mutually constitute each other. ‘Video’ in the double
sense of the visual technology and the literal translation
of viewing — as in the Latin, ‘I see’ — is thus poetically
framed as being simultaneously both a heightened state of
perception, even ‘over-exposure’ tied to a gendered human
condition, and a state of continuous becoming. Kubota’s in-
sistence on emotionally charged terms such as ‘vengeance’
and ‘viva’ shows that affects are an existential, inseparable
part of her worlding through video.

In a later interview, Kubota confirmed that, ‘video has
allowed both men and women to co-exist in the same
space […] It was equal to both men and women be-
cause it was new and fairly inexpensive and we all had
the same access to it’,59 adding, ‘Male or female, art is
art. People can put me in the Feminist category all they
want, but I didn’t think I can make any real contribution
other than my work as an artist.’60 This statement must
be seen in the context of radical second-wave feminism in
the United States, which largely accepted essential gender
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difference and perpetuated whiteness as its blind spot, ex-
cluding non-white ‘others’, which seems to have alienated
Kubota. While both Vagina Painting and her first video,
Europe in ½ Inch per Day (1972), demonstrate Kubota’s
interest in subverting the conventional, heteronormative,
white gaze, the works nevertheless still largely adhere to
a dichotomous understanding of gender as a male-female
binary. However, in her later works, such as the conceptu-
ally engaged Duchampiana Series (1975–83), as well as her
environmentally-inspired works Three Mountains (1976–
79) and River (1979–81),61 Kubota deployed the more in-
timate, documentary mode of the ‘video diary’ in order to
develop a more procedural, dynamic, and relational under-
standing of the complex interactions between humans and
nature. Following Paik’s stroke in 1996, she revisited the
motifs of transience, illness, and death that also character-
ized some earlier works.62 Nevertheless, the tense gender
relations in Sexual Healing (1998) — when viewed retro-
spectively — now appear wrapped in irony. The footage
is realistically rendered without video synthesized modu-
lation and tragicomically limited to the compressed timing
of its eponymous song.

SEXUAL HEALING (1998)

With just 4:10 minutes of colour and sound, SexualHealing
is Kubota’s shortest video work. It documents how Paik
tries to recover from stroke-induced hemiplegia supported
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by several young nurses. The stroke caused a strong caes-
ura in both artists’ lives.63 While Paik was bolstered by
artistic assistants and friendships with pioneering curators
who allowed him to keep exhibiting, taking care of her
husband effectively prevented Kubota from continuing her
own artistic work. Consequently, Sexual Healing is one of
only three videos that she authorized in the two decades
before her own death.64 At first glance, the film appears to
be highly ironic, given the decision to set it to the pop song
SexualHealing (released in 1982) by the African-American
singer Marvin Gaye; the erotic fantasy described in the
music is severely compromised by images of a paralysed
and visibly aged Paik who can only move his limbs with the
help of caretakers. The lyrics’ stereotypically male and sex-
ist expectations are counteracted when the camera focuses
on the physically demanding labour required from the care-
takers, who only grasp the weakened artist to help him
stand. However, the lyrics’ sexual theme obviously under-
scores Paik’s gestures when he makes abrupt, intrusive, and
clearly one-sided advances on the nurses, suddenly kissing
one helper on the cheek, smacking her bottom or even
head in an uncontrolled movement. These moments raise
the spectre of sexual harassment rather than suggesting
harmless signs of affection or even gratitude displayed by
an otherwise impotent patient. They also radically depart
from the collaboratively staged black-and-white series of
photographic self-portrayals that the artist couple commis-
sioned in 1974, in which they humorously demonstrate
their mutual ‘shooting’ with film cameras (as invoked earl-
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Figure 4. Tom Haar, black-and-white photograph showing Nam June
Paik and Shigeko Kubota kissing in their studio loft apartment at

Westbeth Artists Housing in New York City, no fixed size from 35 mm
negative, 1974. © TomHaar.

ier in Kubota’s poem) and show themselves kissing each
other literally at eye level (fig. 4).65

Kubota’s written explanation frames Sexual Healing
without irony or critical reflection on the tension between
the masculinist lyrics, her ailing but encroaching husband,
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and the nurses who are too occupied with stabilizing their
patient and probably too precariously situated in the hos-
pital’s hierarchy to remonstrate against Paik’s invasive ac-
tions. This tension is stressed by the fact that it is Kubota’s
female eye governing the camera, and viewers can only
read her account of the situation in the catalogue accom-
panying her exhibition at Maya Stendhal Gallery in 2007:

The following morning after Nam June was hospi-
talized, two healthy and young female therapists
took him out of the bed to start his rehabilitation.
These single women, who just graduated from col-
lege, were wearing red lipstick and tights. They
held Nam June like a baby, pressing him hard
against their voluptuous breasts […] They went
on asking things like, Are you officially married
with your wife? or, Do you have children? lf we
didn’t have children, were they interested in hav-
ing an affair? I was puzzled […] They also asked
me, You and Mr. Paik are video artists, right?
Why don’t you bring your camera? Why don’t
you videotape his walking therapy so he can watch
himself? Until then, I was reluctant to take the
camera to the hospital, thinking, maybe the other
patients would feel intimidated. Encouraged by
their suggestion, I shot the video of Nam June en-
gaged in his exercise. I don’t want to see it, Nam
June said, and refused to watch the video. Perhaps
he did not want to confront the reality of what
had happened to him. To the melody of Sexual
Healing, I made a video work for healing, for Nam
June and his therapists.66
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Kubota’s account is striking in at least two respects: on
the one hand, she underlines the youth, sex appeal, and
perhaps flirtatiousness of the nurses, contrasting it with her
own stance as the bewildered wife of a paralysed patient
who prosaically documents what her husband has lost in
health, mobility, and attraction through the stroke (fig. 5).
Since we only have her account, it is unclear whether her
depiction of the nurses is accurate or scripted in order to
portray the late Paik as more attractive than he actually was
in the eyes of the female staff. On the other hand, Kubota
acknowledges Paik’s discomfort with (watching) the video,
which implicitly demonstrates her own, powerful position
and independent decision to tape the encounter nonethe-
less. Ultimately, Kubota suggests the video was a personal-
made-public way to visually ‘heal’ Paik and his therapists.
At least implicitly, she also points to the video as being a
means to comfort herself about his sickness and to encour-
age them both to face the situation supported by the care
and optimism of others. The work thus demonstrates in a
very literal sense how the aging artist-couple depends on
others, not just in terms of medical care but also regarding
artistic inspiration on Kubota’s side, in the sense that she
finds a way to continue her video diary work despite being
preoccupied with care for her partner. Intergenerational
collaboration becomes a necessary condition to carry on
with basic physical functions such as standing and walking,
as well as shooting videos, while Kubota’s verbal silence
about what can be viewed as the artist’s harassment puts
intergenerational understanding and female solidarity into
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Figure 5. Video still of Shigeko Kubota’s Sexual Healing, 04:20
minutes, in colour and sound, edited to the eponymous pop song by
Marvin Gaye (1982), edited by Daniel Hartnett, 1998. This scene
occurs for the first time at 00:04 min. and also concludes the film at
04:00 min. Courtesy of Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI), New York.
© Estate of Shigeko Kubota/Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights

Society (ARS), New York.

question at the same time. Given her acknowledgment of
Paik’s unwillingness to view the film, it even begs the ques-
tion of whether she is abusing her power over the disabled
body of her husband.

It is therefore unsettling to see how Kubota’s atten-
tion to the facial expressions of the nurses hovers be-
tween dwelling on their strenuous working conditions,
gender, and non-white ethnicity67 — typical of immigrant
women’s exploitation in the field of low-paid care work —
and objectifying and capitalizing on their youth and beauty
in the interest of an obviously internalized male gaze that
eerily resonates with the predatory lyrics. The multi-ethnic
constellation of caretakers also points to the boom of fe-
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male immigrants working in the growing care economies
of aging Western societies. In an uncanny way, Kubota’s
focus on the caretakers echoes her and Paik’s experience
of immigration and mirrors her own efforts to take care of
her husband as a slightly younger and healthier wife. Ultim-
ately, however, Paik remains the paying patient to whom
the rehabilitation facility’s employees cater, while Kubota
remains the authoritative video eye, who wields the power
to film the situation, and steers our perspective. A critical
view therefore suggests that her authority as next of kin
effectively allowed her to benefit from the nurses’ profes-
sional performance in two ways: in terms of her husband’s
physical healing as well as her artistic oeuvre. Therefore,
her authoritative position is not to be confused with that
of the nurses, despite shared experiences of caretaking, im-
migration, and gender (fig. 6). Bluntly stated, Paik’s unsoli-
cited kisses and slaps were tolerated by women who could
probably ill afford to lose their jobs,68 while Kubota took
the ethically questionable liberty of documenting Paik’s
disabled body, as well as his harassing actions on video and
attributing these to ‘sexual healing’.

The resulting ambiguity is irresolvable as it can be read
in two ways: either as presenting the gaze of a loving but
somewhat laconic or disillusioned artist wife who thinks
that her husband’s erotic desire for his carers might be a
sign of his physical recovery, with the nurses’ silent endur-
ance of his advances signifying their acceptance, or even
— in light of their own youthful erotic energy — encour-
agement; or it can be read as a subconscious or possibly
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Figure 6. Video still of Shigeko Kubota’s Sexual Healing, 04:20
minutes, in colour and sound, edited to the eponymous pop song by
Marvin Gaye (1982), edited by Daniel Hartnett, 1998. This scene
occurs for the first time at 00:11 min. and shows Paik kissing one of
his caretakers. Courtesy of Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI), New York.
© Estate of Shigeko Kubota/Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights

Society (ARS), New York.

deliberate visual indictment of her husband’s extramarital
desires and sexual harassment of his carers that works in
ironic contrast to her verbal narrative. In the latter view,
showcasing the fraught situation with a camera can be read
as shock therapy, ‘healing’ Kubota and the viewer of any
naïve assumptions about love and care, especially in long-
term relationships and old age, where harmony, mutual
understanding, selfless support, and moderated sexual de-
sire free of power and gender struggles do not necessarily
prevail.
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WHAT KIND OF CARE?

The kind of caretaking that Kubota exhibits here is thus a
rather radical, subjective, and one-sided practice, one that
does not strive for intergenerational, female, or migrant
solidarity, but nevertheless points to these issues as being
at stake. As Édith-Anne Pageot has aptly summarized:

If care can be broadly defined as a relational set
of practices and discourses based on attentiveness
and a feeling of concern for others, its definition
is neither simple nor univocal. Care is not always
infused with reciprocity. The discourse of care
can be entangled with paternalistic attitudes, em-
powering those already in a position of power,
and thus reinforcing patterns of domination. Care
sometimes aligns with victim rhetoric, especially
within colonial institutions. Self-care can be seen
as a narcissistic attitude resulting from late cap-
italism and of neoliberal ideology of wellness,
which promotes productivity, independence, and
self-sufficiency. This ideology diminishes individ-
uals who do not fit these constructed categories
as being ‘precarious bodies’, ‘dependent’ or ‘dis-
abled’. […] But Judith Butler […] reminds us that
‘precarity’ is a by-product of neoliberalism based
on two principles: competition and inequality.69

Given the history of Kubota and Paik competing in the
field of emergent video art and the specific gender inequal-
ity of their generation, Kubota’s ambivalent way of caring
about her husband, as well as herself, seems to affectively
and radically world a particular ‘precarity’. Sexual Healing
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presents Kubota’s attempt to capture the thin line between
powerful imaging subject and dependent object in the con-
text of neo-liberal and patriarchal social structures.

Going beyond the ethical questions that haunt the
video archive in this regard, this work posits itself as a meta-
phorical ‘cure’ to, on the one hand, the gendered realities
of caretaking and, on the other, patriarchal structures de-
termining the reception of video artists. Since issues of age,
sex, and care are rarely addressed together in video works,
and moreover, Kubota’s film presents the singular case of
a female artist documenting the disability of her male art-
ist partner in advanced age, Sexual Healing constitutes an
absolute rarity that is worth a second look.70

The seemingly merciless revelation of Paik’s motion-
less and skinny limbs, which the camera zooms in on sev-
eral times, juxtaposed with the nurses’ concentrated faces,
heaving Paik to a standing position, and the artist’s own
facial expression — oscillating between physical strain and
a good humoured smile — all rendered in the guise of a
pop music video, shows Kubota’s skilful fusion of existen-
tial themes and a popular medium. The longer we look,
however, the more generally applicable and mundane the
situation appears to be in an era of advanced medicine
and longer lifespans in Western societies. In contrast to
their usual artistic practices, which heavily modified foot-
age using a video synthesizer, Kubota did not modify the
images, favouring clear cuts, rapid zooms, no fading, and
only occasional tilting of the camera, as if to make sure that
the result would not deviate too much from the personal
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reality that she captured.71 Sexual Healing thus presents us
with a reality that is heightened through the ‘low tech’ repe-
tition of scenes and handheld shooting, counteracting both
the avant-garde aesthetic of Paik and Kubota’s previous
work, as well as the highly polished and technically elab-
orate aesthetic of deliberately composed music videos.72

Comparing Sexual Healing with Paik’s earlier work,
which attempted to fuse sex and music, we can read it as
a more radical and critical retake on the issue. Partially
following her diaristic mode, Kubota puts her husband
centre-stage in a personal situation where he is a helpless,
immobile shadow of his former (artistic) self. The fact that
he is not in control of his body, except for one arm, turns
the lascivious and phallocentric lyrics — alternately calling
‘get up, get up, wake up, wake up […]’ and ‘Baby, now,
let’s get down tonight’ — into a tragicomedy recalling the
long-standing topoi of the ridiculous and lewd old man.73

This is especially the case when the singer insists, ‘I can’t
hold it much longer, […] It’s getting stronger and stronger’,
while Paik is obviously not even able to stand up unaided.
The male erotic fantasy of ‘sexual healing’ and the nurse ob-
jectified as ‘medicine’ — which Marvin Gaye conjures with
‘You’re my medicine, open up and let me in/Darling, you’re
so great, I can’t wait for you to operate’ — is thus drastically
contrasted with the stoic, non-arousing work performed by
the nurses. If anything, the penetrating agent is actually the
merciless camera intruding into an unsettling physical situ-
ation that renders Paik as object of the (female) gaze and
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subject to the caretakers’ physiotherapeutic labour rather
than as an active, powerful agent behind a camera.

Charging the scene with sexual connotations thus re-
quires a lot of imagination and determination on all sides.
Describing Kubota’s ironic strategy as filming Paik with
‘a twinkle in her eye, just as the grand master of Fluxus
[Paik] always had’ and the result as a ‘very beautiful dec-
laration of love’ thus only accounts for half the story — if
that — and presents an utterly romanticized reading.74 The
other, more complex and disturbing half is indeed better
described as the ‘vengeance of vagina’ taken by the power-
ful, ambivalent, scrutinizing and at the same time loving
camera eye/I of Kubota, who is not afraid of showing the
ambiguous figure that her husband has become. Conse-
quently, she ‘worlds’ our view, introducing the diffractive
view of a female artist-cum-wife that enables a feminist
intra-action, rather than subscribing to established norms
of gender interaction and hierarchies.

Kubota’s film zooms in on a nexus of taboos that are
rarely addressed collectively in a visual medium: aging
bodies, sexual desire, medical care, and love. A few exhib-
itions, such as The Art of Aging in Dresden and Berlin in
2008, have poignantly explored the social taboo of ‘sexu-
ality in older age’ from a scientific as well as an artistic,
self-explorative point of view, noting the commercializa-
tion of ‘golden agers’ in the advertising industry and cin-
ema.75 However, there were no direct depictions of desir-
ing, erotic, or sexually-active aged bodies, despite many
images of (partially) naked older people. Similarly, the
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more comprehensive survey show Aging Pride at the Bel-
vedere Museum in Vienna in 2017 only presented a very
few instances of eroticism, as if the very definition of age
and aging was the absence of Eros and the waning of sex-
ual activity and desire.76 Sexually charged images were not
avoided because artists feared accusations of pornography,
but rather because depictions of age are generally tied to
the fact that aging renders bodies (socially) invisible, while
beauty and visibility seem to be the exclusive privileges of
the young and able.77

Kubota’s film therefore succinctly inverts iconic art his-
torical tropes of the young, omnipotent male genius amidst
his inspiring muses and rather uncannily recalls artful de-
pictions of ‘Death and the Maiden(s)’ or the male elder
lusting after a young female.78 While Sexual Healing only
narrowly preceded the increase in motion pictures that
featured desire and sexual relationships in advanced age,
which began at the end of the 1990s,79 it differs from their
staged nature by self-documenting a private, albeit com-
mon reality.80 Kubota captures her husband’s helplessness
and disability with candour, including his encroachment
on the nurses, but also his resilient, good-humoured way
of coping with a physical situation that leaves no hope of
a complete recovery. It echoes Susan Sontag’s observation
that ‘Advanced age is undeniably a trial, however stoically
it may be endured. It is a shipwreck, no matter with what
courage elderly people insist on continuing the voyage. The
objective, sacred pain of old age is of another order than the
subjective, profane pain of aging’.81
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However, as Sontag had already stressed by 1972,
aging entails a ‘double standard’ for men and women in
modern Western societies, since her beauty is exclusively
tied to youth, while men are granted two ideals, the boy
as well as the grown man. In contrast to women, the aging
bodies of men are accepted in the belief that their skills,
wisdom, and power grow over the years.82 This ambiva-
lence informs Kubota’s video. It renders Paik’s rehabilita-
tion efforts into an act of courage, facing the stroke, and
imagines the nurses as cheerleaders. Suggestively, Kubota
herself commands the apparatus that frames the film, but
remains largely invisible behind the camera; her own aging
becomes the work’s blind spot, despite implicitly condi-
tioning our view. Kubota only appears in front of the
camera in two short scenes. The first occurs at the begin-
ning of the clip (00:13 min) and shows a close-up of Paik
kissing her on the cheek for less than a second. We can
read it as an almost hidden moment motivating the film,
but also showing Kubota as only one among many, much
younger women caring for Paik and receiving his (erotic)
attention. The second scene shows her sitting next to him
on a bench, patting his belly and giving him a quick kiss
(01:13 min) (fig. 7). The flash-like appearance does not
give away much about her own aging and condition, but
portrays her as an active, caring, and affectionate partner.
Consequently, these scenes do little to break the domin-
ance of footage showing her husband being professionally
cared for by others and making improper advances. As Paik
is not active in returning Kubota’s kiss in the second scene,
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just bending his head a bit without changing his overall
posture, the scene underlines Kubota’s gesture as a demon-
stration of self-empowerment that consciously takes into
account the fact that they are being filmed, rather than
showing a moment of unselfconscious, mutual intimacy.
In sum, Kubota ambivalently hints at the framing appar-
atus without actually giving up the power she wields in the
whole mis-en-scène as caretaker, as well as camerawoman
and film director. It echoes the Vietnamese film director
Trinh T. Minh-ha’s ethnographical observation that this is
a strategy applied by a filmmaker understood as a subject-
in-process who allows for a ‘reflexive interval’. Defined as a
place ‘in which the play within the textual frame is a play on
this very frame, hence on the borderlines […], where a pos-
itioning within constantly incurs the risk of de-positioning,
and where the work, never freed from historical and socio-
political contexts nor entirely subjected to them, can only
be itself by constantly risking being no-thing’.83

NO HAPPY ‘HEALING’ IN A HETERO-
NORMATIVE, ABLE-BODIED WORLD?

Taking the title’s promise of ‘sexual healing’ into critical
account, the video openly confronts ailing, disability, the
infliction of harm (on the nurses), unrequited (sexual) de-
sire, and the longing of a wife for her husband’s former
healthy body and acknowledges that healing remains only
a matter of gradual improvement. It is not yet tied to a
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Figure 7. Video still of Shigeko Kubota’s Sexual Healing, 04:20
minutes, in colour and sound, edited to the eponymous pop song by
Marvin Gaye (1982), edited by Daniel Hartnett, 1998. This scene

occurs only once, at 01:13 min., and shows Kubota kissing Paik on a
bench. Courtesy of Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI), New York.

© Estate of Shigeko Kubota/Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York.

more radical queer or crip theoretical critique of the con-
ditions that underscore gendered issues of love, aging, and
care, but seems embedded and emblematic of what Robert
McRuer has described as the normalization of heterosexu-
ality and able-bodiedness characterizing Western (post-)
modern cultures.84 Following the neo-capitalist paradigm
of flexibility, this particularly produced cinematic repre-
sentation of more ‘flexible’ bodies undergoing an identity
crisis related to gender and disability, stereotypically re-
solved in epiphanies that re-stabilize the heterosexual and
able body as the norm in Hollywood films since the 1990s:
‘[Here, t]he flexible subject is successful precisely because
he or she can perform wholeness through each recurring
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crisis.’85 Similarly, Kubota’s video seems to suggest that het-
erosexual desire invigorates (sick) men across the world —
on the visual level of the video it’s Paik’s Asian body, on
the resonating level of the pop song’s original commercial
video it’s Gaye’s Afro-American body — while the lyrics
actually describe sexual desire as the sickness itself and can
be interpreted more openly as applicable to various sexu-
alities. In contrast to Hollywood’s epiphanies, however,
Kubota’s video refrains from delivering the desired happy
‘healing’. Instead, it painfully upholds the double tension of
subjecting female bodies to heteronormative male desire as
well as actual sexual harassment, while portraying the male
body as ‘failing’, because of age, illness, and — at least in
the eyes of feminist viewers — machismo. It thus indirectly
reveals the tragic power of heteronormative gender and
able-bodied norms that drive Paik’s pop-fuelled ‘flexible’
struggle to manage a crisis, which is ultimately an unman-
ageable, collective one that also attests to the considerable
ethical and artistic ‘flexibility’ Kubota practises to come
to cinematic terms with her position and role in such a
compromised world.

The video thus dwells on an essential wound consti-
tuted by aging/ailing and underpinned by fixed binary gen-
der norms in ways that do not yet enable ‘healing […as] a
movement from possession to relating, from loss to mourn-
ing, from reduction to plenitude’ as sociologist Rolando
Vázquez emphasized when thinking about the social leg-
acies of coloniality and decolonial options.86 Sexual Heal-
ing still hovers indecisively between superficially rejecting
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‘the sensing of the wound’ and ‘a turn in our dispositions
towards the real, from enunciation to listening, from ex-
traction to cultivation, from appropriation to reception’,
which makes it even more haunting to watch.87 Yet, it is this
ambiguous troubling of video art’s archive that renders the
work a testament to the fraught issues of artistic authority,
collaboration, and canonization when it comes to gender.

Arguably, taking care of the globally acknowledged
‘father of video art’ required Kubota to perform a very
complex and at times painful exercise of self-authorization.
When putting him on display in a way that differs from
how he is usually shown, or how he wanted to see himself,
she empowers and publicly projects her own gaze. Hers
is a gaze that is characterized not only by romantic love,
but also formed by the life-long experience of being easily
overlooked as the woman artist in his shadow. Ultimately,
sexual healing therefore means much more than a sexist
provocation on the level of the title, an ironic reflection on
desire, age, and disability, as well as a reflection of female
labour exploitation and sexual harassment in care captured
by the filmed reality. If we see the film as another pro-
vocative iteration of ‘vengeance of vagina’, it stresses the
central role of affect in worlding and presents a ‘personally,
intimately situated, and transcultural’88 way of expressing
a wound caused by unresolved gender-related power struc-
tures of the art world and society in general. The video
seems to attest that ‘[p]ractices of knowing and being are
not isolatable, but rather they are mutually implicated. We
do not obtain knowledge by standing outside of the world;
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we know because “we” are of the world’.89 It is as if Kubota
had known the concluding lines of Sontag’s text, where she
envisioned women to have another option:

They [women] can aspire to be wise, not merely
nice; to be competent, not merely helpful; to be
strong, not merely graceful; to be ambitious for
themselves, not merely for themselves in relation
to men and children. […] Women should tell the
truth.90

Created after Paik’s stroke and put on display after his death
at the end of Kubota’s own life, Sexual Healing helps to
explain her wise insistence that she and Paik were not col-
laborators, but ‘comrades’ in art. Surely, she is not telling
‘the’ truth, but ‘a’ truth, when worlding an existential situ-
ation with video and intimately capturing her relationship
with Paik, as well as gendered power structures, which
forced them to go into battle side-by-side rather than co-
creating art, while sharing a life.
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78 Art historical research on the nexus of age, love, sex, and care yields
only few exhibitions and monographs. For a recent recapitulation, see
Frima Fox Hofrichter and Midori Yoshimoto, ‘Introduction’, in Women,
Aging, and Art: A Cross-Cultural Anthology, ed. by Frima Fox Hofrichter
and Midori Yoshimoto (New York: Bloomsbury Visual Arts, 2021),
pp. 1–15. Besides the exhibition Die Kraft des Alters. Aging Pride, they
only mention the show Old Mistresses: Women Artists of the Past at the
Walters Art Gallery in 1972. In 2008, there was a travelling exhibition
presented in Berlin at the nGbK under the title Ein Leben lang, and
at Kunsthaus Dresden as Wir sind immer für euch da, however, before
this, only one other show in Germany covered occidental sculpture’s
engagement with age from antiquity to modernity: Altersbildnisse in
der abendländischen Skulptur, ed. by Christoph Brockhaus (Duisburg:
Wilhelm Lehmbruck Museum, 1998). For a comprehensive cultural
history, albeit limited to the West, see A History of Old Age, ed. by Pat
Thane (Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 2005).

79 Heike Hartung, ‘Age and Gender in Cultural Discourse: The Double
Standard in the Narratives and Images of Aging’, in Die Kraft des Alters.
Aging Pride, ed. by Rollig and Fellner, pp. 257–73 (p. 259).

80 While building on Michel Foucault and Judith Butler, Hartung never-
theless stresses that ‘The natural and biological constitution of the aged
body cannot be completely subsumed under a performative and cultur-
alist notion of identity’. Ibid., p. 257.

81 Susan Sontag, ‘The Double Standard of Aging’, in Essays of the 1960s
& 70s, ed. by David Rieff (New York: Library of America, 2013), pp.
745–68 (p. 746).

82 Ibid., p. 747. See also Hartung, ‘Age and Gender in Cultural Discourse’,
p. 267.

83 Trinh T. Minh-ha, ‘Documentary Is/Not a Name’, October, 52 (1990),
p. 96.
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